This study focuses on how potential romantic partners in speed-dating interactions use improprieties to create relational affiliation and thus pursue intimacy. Within speed-dating interactions, improprieties are viewed as potentially relationally constructive, as they allow speakers to display shared cultural understandings about categories of romantic partner or partnerships. Drawing on a corpus of 72 speed-dates involving 24 participants (12 male; 12 female), a sequential discursive approach was used to analyze how two particular types of impropriety, negative category attributions of non-present others and insults to the present conversational partner, were consequential social actions for creating affective mutual affiliation. The general, albeit surprising, finding is that far from being adversarial, improprieties tended to be useful for pursuing intimacy precisely because they presented interactive trouble. Successfully navigating the interactive trouble seemed to increase a subjectively shared sense of familiarity. The study reveals that non-normative (i.e., less polite) forms of social action may serve as preliminaries for intimacy in first encounters between potential romantic partners.
Introduction
Within communicative approaches to interpersonal relations, scholars are increasingly shifting from away from viewing relationships as things we have, and towards a view of relationships as things that we do, moment by moment, in and through interaction (Conroy, 1999; Goldsmith & Baxter, 1996; Mandelbaum, 1987 Mandelbaum, , 2003 . Relationships are seen as "collections of communicative practices" (Mandelbaum, 2003, p. 217) , where discourse is the constitutive fabric, not the output of pre-established social structural entities, roles or categories. Discerning how relationships are done from looking at the ways talk is produced is, however, no easy task. It requires showing that people are not simply talking out of (or because of) their social-structural roles, but instead are producing the recognizable features of being in a relationship, or being in a "with", as Goffman (1971, p.19-27) put it. Within discursive approaches, demonstrating the doing of a relationship is typically accomplished by examining the ways partners collaboratively produce particular actions that are said to "pursue intimacy" or "pursue controversy" (see Jefferson, Sacks, Schegloff, 1987; Hutchby, 1996) , where such "pursuits" are tractable through analyses of content alignment and stance affiliation.
In everyday relationships, speakers routinely monitor each other"s talk for potential affiliatives and/or arguables and, when pursued, can be said to be "doing relationship" by pursuing intimacy or pursuing controversy. Affiliation/controversy is seen as a practical achieved activity that is external and measurable, which involves speakers either displaying (or failing to display) coordination of stance or position (Conroy, 1999; Stivers, 2008) . In drawing on Sacks"s (1974) and Jefferson"s (1978) work on how storytellers make relevant the taking of a stance by the recipient, Stivers (2008) has found that there is a preference for partners to align not simply with the content, but to also to affiliate with the stance or position of the teller. In response to a variety of discursive actions (i.e., story tellings, accounts, descriptions, evaluations, and preference disclosures), and particularly when sociorelational demands are high, speakers do relationships by working to affirm similar stances, and thus affiliate or pursue intimacy.
Discursive work on affiliation as a practical achieved activity has received wide attention. A range of research has focused on the affiliative and disaffiliative potential of certain actions, like questions/questioning (Steensig & Drew, 2008) , assessments (Ruusuvuori, 2005) , and complaints (Drew & Walker, 2009) , to name a few. Clark, Drew, and Pinch (2003) have shown how salespersons elicit verbal expressions of affiliation from customers by reciprocating second-assessments which build on or repair customers own assessments. Drew and Walker (2009) have examined the disaffiliation that can result when a speaker goes too far in constructing a complainable on behalf of another, and of the resulting repair work needed to smooth out the disaffiliation. Waring (2005) has, similarly, also examined the production format of repair initiations as a vehicle for affiliation in graduate student seminars. Others have focused on the ways disaffiliation is repaired through specific discursive devices, like change of state tokens (Emmertsen and Heinemann, 2010) or amplitude shifts (Goldberg, 1978) . Hutchby (1996) has detailed the ways talk-radio hosts monitor caller"s accounts for potential arguables, and how hosts use a range of contrast-structures to proffer disaffiliation and thus pursue controversy.
The present study focuses on pursuits of intimacy that involve the use of improprieties in first encounters between previously unacquainted partners during speed-dating events. To date, research on speed-dating has largely been conducted in experimental social psychology, where the general focus has been showing that participants stated a priori mate preferences (on pre-event surveys) turn out to be poor predictors of mate-preferences on post-event surveys (see Eastwick & Finkel, 2008; Finkel, Eastwick, & Matthews, 2007; Fisman, Iyengar, Kamenica, & Simonson, 2006; Houser, Horan, & Furler, 2008) . Unfortunately, the actual speed-dating interactions are typically treated as an experimental manipulation, and are often left unanalyzed (for critique, see Korobov, 2011a Korobov, , 2011b Stokoe, 2010b) . This study aims to draw attention towards an analysis of the actual speed-dating interactions, to see the interaction itself as a social practice and to analyze it as the proper object of inquiry. A sequential-discursive perspective focuses on the ways social practices, like speed-dating interactions, are oriented to action and how those actions are co-constructed within unfolding sequential interaction.
Apropos for this inquiry, Jefferson, Sacks, and Schegloff (1987) showed how speakers pursue intimacy during expanded affiliative sequences where laughter was used to modulate improprieties (rudeness, obscenity, etc) at particular interactional tension mid-points to create affiliation. Jefferson and colleagues (1987) detail a wide range of responses to improprieties that range from rejection to enthusiastic affiliation, noting that recipients of improprieties typically begin by resisting it and then, in response to repeated offers, come to show appreciation and affiliation. Similarly, Glenn (2003) examined laughter in response to teases and other sexual improprieties, showing that potential interactional breaches in propriety may actually promote intimacy by building a flirtatious encounter. In Sacks (1978) discussion of dirty jokes, he notes that dirty jokes are recipient-designed objects that invite listeners to signal membership in the identity category that the impropriety indexes. Improprieties index culturally defined activities, rights, obligations, and predicates that are expected for members of certain relational categories. Within speed-dating interactions, improprieties can thus be seen as potentially relationally constructive, as they may allow speakers to display shared cultural understandings about being a romantic partner or being in a romantic partnership (see Mandelbaum 2003; Pomerantz and Mandelbaum 2005; Wilkinson and Kitzinger 2008) . And, more specifically, improprieties may allow speakers to show themselves as a certain type of romantic partner or they may propose a distinct category of romantic partnership (Pomerantz and Mandelbaum 2005; Stokoe 2006 Stokoe , 2008 Stokoe , 2010a .
Consonant for the present study of speed-dating interactions, Glenn (2003, p. 156) speculates that improprieties may be particularly useful for intimacy pursuits in "courtship relevant interactions", where the relationship involves the possibility of romance, intimacy, or flirtation. Social scientists have noted that, for an increasingly confessional generation of young adults now saturated in webs of social-networking, being improper is tantamount to being candid; and that now, more than ever, it may be trendy to be candid-i.e., edgy, real, open, and disclosing (Chiou, 2006; Nosko, Wood, & Molema, 2010; Weisbuch, Ivcevic, & Ambady, 2009; Valkenburg & Peter, 2009 ). Within discursive research, studies of the actual use of improprieties to pursue intimacy in live courtship-relevant interactions have received scant empirical attention. The present study uses a discursive approach to examine the ways improprieties are sequentially ordered to pursue intimacy, thus constituting part of the doing of initial relational fabric.
Although discursive work on speed-dating interactions is exceptionally rare, it is not without precedent. Using a discursive-conversation analytic approach, Stokoe (2010b) and Korobov (2011a Korobov ( , 2011b have begun to systematically examine actual speed-dating interactions. Stokoe"s (2010b) work focused on the reciprocal and sequential organization of speed dater"s disclosures about their relationship histories and relational status, while Korobov"s work focused on expanded affiliative sequences involving mate-preference disclosures (Korobov, 2011a) , as well as the ways mate-preferences are often categorically gendered, and how reciprocal resistance to gender-conventional mate-preferences served as a preliminary for affective affiliation (Korobov, 2011b) .
Although there is some idea beforehand (see Stokoe, 2010b) of the topics that speed-daters tend to bring up, affiliative moments seem to emerge out of improvised intimacy pursuits that have distinct characteristics.
For example, Korobov (2011a) found that when speed-daters responded to their partner"s mate-preference disclosures with inferentially elaborate probes (see Heritage, 1985; van der Houwen, 2009) , which challenged the speaker to adopt a different or stronger version of their stated mate-preference (i.e., they were risky and potentially adversarial rejoinders), these probes actually promoted mutual affective stance affiliation. They created a playful environment of expansion around potentially troublesome inferences, which provided a mechanism for speed-daters to coordinate their stances. Korobov (2011b) also found that mate-preferences that were gendered in non-conventional ways also tended to function as a preliminary for affective affiliation. Resistance to gender conventionality allowed speed-daters to construct their identities in ways that appeared idiosyncratic or finely-tuned to their potential romantic partner-all interactive features which worked as preliminaries for affective affiliation.
The emerging idea here is that risky or non-conventional methods of self-presentation may, counterintuitively, work well for pursuing intimacy in initial courtship relevant interactions. Mandelbaum (2003) documents a similar phenomenon that she calls conversational "tit-for-tat", describing it as an interactive method for constructing relationships whereby a speaker orients to a potentially problematic or non-normative activity, but in a reciprocal way, thereby rendering the potentially disjoining action as conjoining. Mandelbaum (2003) reveals how couples may engage in "tit-for-tat" name-calling, which because of its reciprocal construction, is conjoining rather than adversarial. Jefferson and colleagues (1987) showed how speakers collaborate around the use of obscenity, and in so doing make covert proposals of intimacy. In short, potentially non-normative actions may allow members of potential romantic partnerships to stand out to one another and thus affiliate. The present study examines the ways collaborative resistance to conventional courtship relevant banter, concretized here in the form of couples" use of improprieties, works as an interactive method for potential romantic partners to pursue intimacy.
Data and Method
Speed-dating events come in all shapes and sizes. Although the ones that receive the most press are typically hosted by agencies at bars/restaurants, there are currently countless speed-dating events hosted for a variety of groups of people (gays and lesbians, Christians, book lovers, people with disabilities, etc) in a variety of settings (see Eastwick & Finkel, 2008) . Despite this heterogeneity, the current study was modeled around the relatively invariant features of most speed-dating events, which involve romantically available individuals attending an event where they participate in a series of uniformly short "dates" (e.g., 3 to 8 minute conversations) with other attendees. After the event, participants anonymously "yes" or "no" their dates; if two speed-daters "yes" one another, a "match" occurs and they are allowed to contact each other to presumably arrange a more traditional date. The data for the current study were derived from 72 speed-dates involving 24 participants (12 male; 12 female), with each date lasting approximately six minutes. All participants gave full consent to be recorded. Each of the 72 speed-dating conversations was audio recorded and transcribed according to Jefferson"s (2004) transcription conventions.
Although the popular, agency-sponsored speed-dating events typically attract participants who are in their thirties and forties, many of which are divorcees with careers and children, the current project is part of a larger series of studies interested in initial romantic attraction in young adults (the focus on "young adulthood" per se is not, however, part of the current study). As such, the data for the present study involve speed-dates from young adults. Initial recruitment began at a large university in the Southeast USA through word of mouth, posters, and emails. To be eligible to participate, all participants had to report being "single" and "currently interested in a romantic relationship". We did not want a simulated speed-dating event. We wanted to create an actual event with participants that were genuinely motivated and interested in speed-dating. Because this particular university was known for hosting speed-dating events on Valentine"s Day each year, many students were very familiar with speed-dating, and thus quite interested (all slots were filled within 48 hours). The resulting participant pool was a mixture of 19-24 year old university students and friends of university students from the local community.
The event was treated like an actual speed-dating event. The entire floor of a building was transformed into a lounge-like setting with small tables, chairs, and decorations. Many participants came dressed up. Drinks and food were provided. Participants were offered an explanation of what speed-dating was and how the six-minute conversations would work. The women remained seated while the men rotated every six minutes. Each participant carried a clipboard and would rate their dates with a "yes" or a "no". Following the event, all couples that matched would be notified through email, and given each other"s contact information in order to pursue future dates. In sum, the current study aimed to create an ecologically relevant and self-contextualizing speed-dating context where sequences of talk exploring romantic possibilities would be common and relevant occurrences between unacquainted young adult potential romantic partners.
Since the focus is in the ways improprieties function in pursuits on intimacy, analysis began by culling from the data set all "moments of improprieties". Jefferson and colleagues" (1987, p. 160 ) broad definition of impropriety was adopted, i.e., that improprieties are "consequential, programmatic actions" that are "breaches (in) conversational standards of courtesy, propriety, tact, ethics, commonality, etc. etc., the breach in conventional standards at least potentially being offensive to other parties to the interaction." Although Jefferson and colleagues (1987) offer a broad list of improprieties (frankness, rudeness, crudeness, profanity, and obscenity), their project was not to systematically identify these types of improprieties, but to amass a collection of obvious exemplars and to then get on to what they see as the more important business of examining how these moments are produced and managed through laughter.
The present study began by using Jefferson and colleagues (1987) list of impropriety types (listed above) as a preliminary inductive coding guide to systematically identity the types of impropriety that emerged in the corpus of speed-dating conversations. Since there is arguably a massive difference between being "frank" and being outright "obscene", it was deemed important, at least initially, to document which forms of impropriety were most common as well as consequential for pursuing intimacy. After all, arguably different (and sometimes very different) identity relevant categories are indexed when one is "frank" as opposed to outright "obscene", suggesting that different improprieties may facilitate different types of intimacy pursuits. In sum, four types of impropriety were frequent enough to be systematically culled from the corpus. They were: 1) negative category attributions of non-present others (i.e., talking badly about others), 2) insults to the present conversational partner, 3) profanity, and 4) self-deprecation. The first two types, negative category attributions of non-present others and insults to the present conversational partner, were by far the most common and consequential forms of impropriety for pursuits of intimacy, and are thus the focus of the present analysis.
The following sequential discursive analyses focus on how these two forms of impropriety were formulated and consequential as preliminaries for intimacy pursuits. Discursive strategies for pursuing intimacy were identified with respect to each type of impropriety. First, with respect to negative category attributions of non-present others, nearly all formulations were about the category "guys" or "girls". The recipients of such disclosures 1a) tended to orient to the negative attributions as if they themselves might be implicated, and would work to differentiate themselves from such categories of persons, which often resulted in affiliation. Or, secondly, 1b) recipients would escalate or upgrade the negative category attribution (see Jefferson et. al., 1987) , thus establishing affiliation.
With respect to insults to the present conversational partner, the content of the insults tended to range widely, including insults about physical appearance, romantic preferences, or dispositional tendencies. The recipients of such insults surprisingly (but often) 2a) agreed with the insult, treating it not as adversarial, but rather as an indirect means of establishing repartee or as a flirtatious bid. Or, recipients would sometimes 2b) respond with an exaggerated or caricatured reaction to the insult, thus rendering it innocuous, which positioned the insulter as unserious and themselves as playful-all of which promoted affiliation/intimacy. The following analyses focus principally on the ways these response strategies to improprieties function as intimacy pursuits.
Analysis

Pursuing Intimacy through Negative Category Attributions of Non-present Others
Pursuits of intimacy often came on the heels of what closely resembles what Bergmann (1993) called "diversion gossip", i.e., negative talk about non-present others that tends to arise as a by-product of small-talk in non-structured settings between strangers or acquaintances. Such talk has a situational embeddedness to it, involves mutually known topics, and is generally accepted as a form of sociability. However, to avoid the potential stigma of such talk, and to instead use it as a means of establishing affiliation, the speed-daters in this study tended to use the following two discursive strategies to pursue intimacy.
Pursuing Intimacy through Differentiation
Differentiation involves formulating contrasts to categorical "others" who are positioned as embodying attitudes, behaviors, or dispositions that define membership in a non-desired group. Such differentiation involves defining oneself negatively in contrastive "not us" terms (see Stokoe, 2004; Widdicombe & Wooffitt, 1995; Edley & Wetherell, 1997) . Showing how one does not possess certain critical categorical features can be a way of differentiating oneself or resisting membership in the social categories indexed by those features (Widdicombe & Wooffitt, 1995) . Resistance, however, is tricky, especially if the target category is one to which one of the speakers belongs. Resistance entails delicately undermining one"s position with respect to those undesirable features through contrastive counter-claims (Speer & Potter 2000; Stokoe, 2004) . Such contrasts may have the effect of establishing oneself as a unique member of such a category. In these first two excerpts, the negative category attributions are formulated by the young men about "women" and "girls"; interestingly, the female speakers co-participate in the negative category construction, and both young women swiftly differentiate from such features near the tail end of each excerpt. (2) F4M5 1 M: I had flowers but I left them in the car (.) sorry.
F: well?
3 M: and they died (.) ladies don't go for that.
4 F: (hh)that's so disappointing(hahhh).
5 F: off white? (.) yeah I like carnations (.) 6 some girls don't like carnations.
7 M: I know cause they think they're cheap 8 F: yep(hhah).
9 M: th'judge a guy based on his finances before 10 they even know him.
11 F: ((laughing)) hahhh (.) I like carnations though 12 I think they're pretty.
13 M: I like that(ha) hhahahhh bout' you.
14 F: off to a good start(hhheh).
15 M: yeah (.) so how are you?
16 F: I'm good (.) yeah(hhah).
The above two excerpts reflect the most common pattern in the way negative category attributions (or NCA"s) were formulated and managed. In each case, one speaker (M in these examples) initiates an incomplete (hedged or mitigated) NCA (across lines 2, 4, and 6 in excerpt 1; across lines 1 and 3 in excerpt 2). The hedging and mitigation treat the NCA as delicate, thus attending to the subject-side and recipient-side risks (Edwards, 2005 (Edwards, , 2007 of staging a complaint about a category to which one"s interlocutor is a member. In response, the recipient (F in these examples) treats the NCA as an expected or incipient topic (line 3 in excerpt 1; lines 4-5 in excerpt 2). F orients to it not only as an expected action, but goes further by demonstrating knowledge about the NCA, thus co-developing it topically, doing so with intermittent laughter (see Jefferson et. al, 1987) which constructs it as non-serious, thus showing that she is not seriously implicated by the NCA (lines 7 and 9 in excerpt 1; lines 5-6 and 8 in excerpt 2). F"s co-participation in topic expansion and levity work as a preliminary for M to further develop the NCA in a less mitigated and more inoculated way (line 10 in excerpt 1; lines 7 and 9 in excerpt 2), where both speakers begin to appear to be in sync around it. F then constructs a swift and succinct formulation of contrast, or differentiation, from the negative features of the co-constructed category (line 12 in excerpt 1; lines 11-12 in excerpt 2). M then appreciates the differentiation, and both signal affective affiliation, thus pursuing intimacy, across the final turns. This 5-step pattern could be represented as:
1. Speaker A initiates a hedged/mitigated NCA 2. Speaker B treats the NCA as an incipient action, displays knowledge about it, and co-constructs the NCA using laughter 3. Speaker A expands the NCA in a less mitigated way, thus aligning with B.
4. Speaker B differentiates from the NCA 5. Speaker A appreciates the differentiation and both engage in affiliation
Although the above pattern was the most common method for differentiating from NCA"s, speakers would sometimes formulate NCA"s about their own category and then differentiate from such features. In the next excerpt, F occasions and then resists the undesirable features of a certain type of woman ("complaining", "moaning", "naggin"). She does so by imagining these negative features in a female that M might prefer, and then jokingly solicits collusion from M in rejecting such features, thus pursuing intimacy. F"s first two self-selected NCA"s come in lines 8 ("not into the complaining women?") and 11 ("gossipy n"all that?") as contrasts to the type of personality type M prefers ("genuinely happy" and "easy to get along with"). That F"s receipt is a jocular imagining of a contrast rather than a recycling or proffering of M"s stated formulation is action-orienting. It treats M"s preference as a potentially euphemistic non-statement about disinterest in "complaining" or "gossipy" type women. This creates the potential for interactive trouble were M to straightforwardly agree, since agreeing that he is disinterested in "complaining" and "gossipy" types may perpetuate stereotypical or sexist views of women, thus damaging the subject-side of M"s self-presentation. However, because F"s probes are built with a casual turn-initial solicitation ("not into the…"), and because they are about broad and scripted categories of undesirable features ("complainers", "gossipy n"all"), they prefer a "no" answer, with their extremity inoculating against any damage agreement might do. And because these features are extreme, they enable M to affiliate with F"s inference while not appearing to be the source of the inference, which he does through repetition ("I don"t like that (.) complaining") and escalation ("I def"don"t like that"). By line 13, the tables have turned-F displays affiliation with M ("me"neither") towards a stance she originally elicited from M through her own indirect resistance to her self-initiated NCA"s.
After some coordinated topic expansion about undesirable scripted female features (lines 14-18), F once again (lines 19-21) indirectly resists categorical attributions by suggesting that M has probably been with girls that have these undesirable qualities. Like in the first part of this excerpt, M does not orient to this conjecture as a criticism or stance disaffiliating provocation, but instead treats it as a preliminary for collusion around a familiarity ("yep I have") and a mutual dissatisfaction for these types of women who "just use all the energy up". M and F are able to affiliate through coordinated resistance; F resists appearing to be the type of female M is disinterested in. F positions M as having the kind of knowledge she has, that is, up-close experiential knowledge about what is unhealthy. Orienting to him this way effectively positions them as co-members of the same gendered mate-preference category. M signals alignment through agreement, topic expansion, and escalation (lines 22-27), after which she is then able to display affiliation ("that"s what I"m sayin"" and "you n"me might be onto something") towards M about a stance she originally solicited with her indirect resistance to what are treated as common or normative female qualities. There is an elegant orchestration here with respect to way their coordinated resistance results in affective stance affiliation.
In some cases, a speed-dater would capitalize on a self-deprecating admission from their interlocutor and position the speaker"s personal admission as a reflection of a NCA. Interestingly, moves like this rarely resulted in interactive trouble, but rather were taken up in ways that promoted affiliation. In the following example, F positions M"s self-confessed pickiness about women as a breach in what would normatively be expected from "guys". M then differentiates from the type of "guy" implicated by F"s positioning while preserving affiliation with her. M"s initial receipt of F"s topic proffer is to position himself as "picky", and to then problematize that formulation with a display of uncertainty ("n"I don"t know why") and self-deprecation ("I"m the worst one to be picky"). The display of uncertainty and self-deprecation is recipient oriented-it attends to, and perhaps mitigates, the potential interactional trouble of coming off as "picky" to a potential romantic partner. In other words, his admission anticipates negative uptake. Although in many instances self-deprecation prefers disagreement (see Pomerantz, 1978) , in this particular exchange F"s initial receipt is not disagreement. What she attends to is not his evaluation of his pickiness, but rather is the fact of his pickiness as a member of the category "guy". F"s evaluation is not about his individual pickiness, but is a scripted NCA that the pickiness of any "guy" is out of the realm of normalcy ("I"ve never heard") and is generally and psychologically aberrant ("that"s so crazy"). Not only is it non-normative for "guys", but it is "a girl thing".
M is left to attend to two discursive tasks. First, he must realign himself with some activity which inscribes him back into the category "guy". And second, since "pickiness" is a "girl thing", he must offer an account for his "pickiness" that is stance affiliating. M"s differentiation process begins by first expanding his regular action pattern to involve not simply being routinely picky, but also to being someone who routinely "gets a good looking girl" and then "dumps them", where getting attractive females and disposing of them are arguably dispositional action patterns that index what might be stereotypically expected from "guys". To account for being picky, M claims that it results from a superordinate dispositional commitment to not "wasting time", or "not leading a girl on". His pickiness thus comes off as a mark of relational integrity, not "girliness", to which F expresses affective alignment and affiliation (lines 16, 18, 20) . Note the elegant orchestration here: M"s initial receipt (lines 4-5) of F"s topic proffer has the effect of eliciting from F a positioning of M as a guy who is resistant to gender conventionality. Although risky, F"s receipt opens a space for M to offer an expanded gender-relevant account of himself that simultaneously reclaims membership into category "guy" (it is thus face-saving) while nevertheless providing something novel and idiosyncratic, which is an account for his resistance that functions as a preliminary for interpersonal alignment and affiliation.
3.1.2 Pursuing Intimacy by Escalating NCA"s A second method for orienting to NCA"s as preliminaries for intimacy pursuits was to escalate the negative category attribution. Rather than differentiating from self-implicating NCA"s, some speakers would escalate or upgrade the undesirable features of the NCA in a way that systematically solicited alignment and affiliation from their interlocutor (see Jefferson et. al., 1987) . Interestingly, in the majority of these cases, the speaker who occasions the NCA is a member of the category that is negatively implicated by the NCA. In the two excerpts below, F occasions NCA"s about the category "girls", and rather than straight-forwardly differentiating from them, she recruits appreciation and alignment from M and, with modulating laughter (see Jefferson et. al., 1987) , escalates the NCA, thereby pursuing intimacy with M.
(5) (F5M2) Like the first two excerpts, excerpts 5 and 6 reflect a pattern common in examples where intimacy pursuits are accomplished by escalating NCA"s. In each of the excerpts above, one speaker (F in both cases) occasions an NCA about "girls" (in line 3 in excerpt 5; in line 15 in excerpt 6, where lines 1-14 involve an extended preface where, before occasioning the general category "girls", F mocks a particular female cafeteria worker). M then affiliates with F"s NCA, but in both cases does so delicately-in excerpt 5, by using hedges, displays of uncertainty, and doing being honest (lines 4-5, 7, 9); in excerpt 6, by simply replicating the NCA with laughter (line 17). M thus attends to the subject-side risks (Edwards, 2005 (Edwards, , 2007 of direct agreement with a criticism of a categorical class of people to which his interlocutor is an ostensible member. In response, F escalates the NCA (in lines 12-14 and 16 in excerpt 5; in line 18 and 20 in excerpt 6). In both cases, the escalation solicits alignment and affiliation from M, as well as an appreciation (from both M and F) for the general type of social action they are engaged in (lines 17-21 in excerpt 5; lines 19-24 in excerpt 6). The pattern is:
1. Speaker A occasions a NCA 2. Speaker B affiliates with the NCA, but in a mitigated way.
3. Speaker A escalates the NCA 4. Speaker B aligns and affiliates with speaker A"s escalation; both speakers then pursue intimacy through additional agreement, laughter, and agreement about their social activity.
Pursuing Intimacy through Insults to the Present Conversational Partner
Insults are typically treated as a special, and potentially more aggressive (than, say, sarcasm or irony) form of "disparagement humor" (Janes & Olsen, 2000) . Insults involve characterizations of a recipient as defective in some socially relevant way (Goodwin, 1990) , or may involve disparaging comments about a person"s behavior, possessions, preferences, or appearance (Evaldsson, 2005) . Insults have been historically studied in the form of ritualized insults or verbal dueling, where speakers engage in a tic-for-tac style of insulting (playfully or seriously), turning insults against one another in an attempt to outperform the other or otherwise have the last word/laugh (see Abraham, 1974 , Kochman, 1983 , Rampton, 1995 . The insults in this corpus were not of this kind; in fact, quite the opposite, the insults were not preliminaries for duels or games of one-upsmanship. Rather, they worked more like flirtatious bids. Apropos for this approach to insults, Evaldsson (2005) has found that in contexts where there is a press for relationality, recipients of insults often stage counters to the insults, but would do so in ways that transformed the insult from being adversarial to being fodder for building solidarity through a shared transgression of socio-relational norms. Insults, in this way, function as discursive resources for pursing intimacy. In the present study, the insults that resulted in affiliation were insults that were directed to the other person present. These insults usually resulted in affiliation, as the recipient of the insult would either agree straightaway with it, thus treating it as obvious and known, or else would construct an exaggerated response to it.
Pursuing Intimacy by Agreeing with the Insult
This first excerpt opens midway through a discussion of M talking about enjoying going to see movies on dates. In line 1, he opens with a disclaimer that positions his forthcoming admission as unconventional-that is, that (potentially) unlike most people, he does not enjoy discussing the movie afterwards but would rather "think" about it. This occasions an insult from F in line 6. 6 F: that means you think too much. F"s insult ("that means you think too much") works as a quick and reductive encapsulation of M"s stated preference, a preference initially hedged with a disclaimer that shows his understanding of its potential unconventionality, and an admission of a disability ("I can"t really explain it all"). F"s insult is thus rife with the potential for interactive trouble. Interestingly, however, in this corpus of speed-dating conversations, fast and loose insult retorts were common, and were rarely taken up as serious or adversarial. M"s initial response in line 7 is a simple repetition with questioning intonation, which selects and, by questioning it, problematizes the action F is engaged in. His tag of "uh: sure" is a sine dicendo rhetorical response, which displays agreement with F"s characterization, but not simple agreement. The "uh: sure" treats her characterization as an obvious and thus benign sort of observation, which weakens it.
This occasions an upgrade from F in line 8 ("wl"that"s not good"), but also a softener ("not all the time") that particularizes the problematic behavior as being not good only some of the time. In line 9, M formulates the idiomatic "is that right?" rejoinder, which again problematizes and undermines her critique; but note, however, that he formulates this with a laughed through delivery, which positions F"s critique (and his uptake of it) as unserious. He follows this up (lines [9] [10] by agreeing yet again that he does do a lot of thinking, justifying it by positioning himself as belonging to a certain identity category of thinking people (political science majors and philosophy minors). In line 11, F displays a token of exaggerated surprise ("wo::w"), but does so by recycling the laughter frame, which characterizes her surprise as feigned or playful and not as a sign that she is genuinely impressed. By line 12, there is an obviously playful repartee developing, despite the insults by F, and the immobilization of them by M"s sine dicendo rhetorical responses, agreement, and rationalization.
In line 13, F uses the idiomatic "yah but" formulation to extend yet again the insult ("yah butcha gotta"be a free spirit too"). In line 14, M responds with the common "oh" change of state token (Heritage, 1984) , which works here as a way of counterinforming, with the idiomatic "don"t you worry" follow-up working to position F as overly (or unnecessarily) concerned, which again undermines her insult. This change of state and idiomatic phrase sets up agreement yet again from M, but now as someone who is a part of the identity category "laid back guy". With laughter, F completes M"s turn by recycling and focalizes on the selected item "thinking" (line 16), to which M laughingly agrees yet again (line 17). The agreement is once again prefatory, as M goes on to account for his predilection for "thinking a lot" by appealing to his life circumstances ("got a lot of stresses n"stuff t"deal with"). M"s tag of "you know" is a common knowledge component (see Stokoe, 2010a ) that proposes that the two speakers share knowledge about an extant social/cultural order (that it may be normal to think a lot when one has stress and stuff to deal with). It thus fishes for affiliation. In the final line, F not only displays understanding, but also affective affiliation.
In this next excerpt, M positions F as a certain type of female that may prefer a partner who "spoils" her, where desiring to be spoiled could be heard as an insult. 35 F: okay(ha)oka(h)y heheh that's good to know F"s initial "like t"be treated well" is reinterpreted by M as a euphemism for "liking to be spoiled", which comes off as a gender-relevant insult that has negative dispositional implications for F. Yet, instead of orienting to it as an insult, F laughs and displays a knowing and exaggerated surprise ("me:::?"), thus treating the insult as a playful provocation. M shapes his reply in kind by recycling F"s elongated affect with an exaggerated smile voice agreement of "mm::hm:::", which F parallels with the staged agreement of "<I lo::ve it>hh". In effect, M"s bid to position F within an undesirable category of females occasions a three-part repartee: F appears playfully coy, M appears playfully suspicious, and F agrees and appears playfully honest.
F"s "but okay" in line 8 both acknowledges the play frame and breaks with it. She shifts towards a focus on "guys" who try too hard when the relationship is not working, to which M responds by recycling the insult "but"cha still like the spoiling". His recycling avoids F"s shift of focus onto "guys" and thus holds her accountable to the possibility that she knowingly takes advantage of her partner"s generosity. The opening part of F"s response in line 16 ("w"l ya::h") is another sine dicendo rhetorical response that treats his question as having an obvious answer, and proceeds to select that obvious answer. By positioning it as obvious, she inoculates it from its ability to make her preference seem aberrant. Its obviousness thus does subject-side work (Edwards 2005 (Edwards , 2007 , but also does interactive work; it positions the two of them as sharing obvious knowledge. Like her turn in line 8, it is after a jocular rejoinder that she turns to the second part of her turn to deflect possible negative inferences. Following this, M"s next contribution in line 17 ("you put effort in") does not further continue the insults, but instead states the implication of her prior statement that she feels things for her partners, which negates his claim in line 15 that suggested she might be manipulative. By line 17, the two appear in sync, despite the riskiness of M"s insulting, negative dispositional scripting of F.
Lines 18-25 are topic expansive, with F providing a relational history account where her generosity and support were freely given but unreciprocated by her last male partner. Although M aligns with her stance in line 22, which promotes topic expansion, he proposes closure to her relational history account by again positioning her as potentially complicit with gender-conventionality with "but ya" gotta ask for a small token"v appreciation". This suggestion is hearable as yet another insult. He adds that such appreciation would be "easy" for her partner to show. The potentially negative dispositional inference/insult here is that F may fit the category of being overly "docile" or "passive" because she cannot or will not ask for what she wants, when what she wants is an "easy" thing for her partner to give. Like with M"s previous insulting insinuations, F does not treat this as a criticism, but rather treats it as a presentation of alternative possibilities-i.e., as a way that M is letting her know that there are different kinds of guys available. Given the speed-dating context, F"s response positions M as perhaps having a stake or interest (Edwards & Potter, 1992) in making such an observation. In short, F"s response treats M"s negative categorical scripting of F not as a genuine insult, but as a method by which M is signaling that he may be one such alternative possibility (a possibility ratified by M in line 34). F thus orients to M"s provocations as flirtatious bids, which are made plain across the final turns of the excerpt.
Pursuing Intimacy through Exaggerated Responses to the Insult
The use of exaggeration or caricature as a response strategy to insults (or negative category attributions) has been documented by Rampton (1995 Rampton ( , 1999 in his work on "linguistic crossing" and "stylisation", and Georgakopoulou (2002) in her sociolinguistic work on the discursive strategies used to construct gender in Greek youth subcultures. Rampton (1999) has noted the ways that speakers will "style the other" either by literally caricaturing their voices (recycling comments with distorted intonation) or, as was the case in the current data, by formulating an asymmetrical affective overreaction, which in the context of responses to insults, positions the insult as absurd. In the present corpus of data, recipients of insults would often respond with an exaggerated or caricatured reaction to the insult, thus treating the insult as innocuous. This worked to position the insulter as non-aggressive and the recipient as playfully receptive, both working to promote an environment ripe for affiliation/intimacy.
The first excerpt takes place immediately as the speed-date begins. F has just sat down. As the dialogue begins, F is in the process of circling "yes" or "no" about her previous speed-date. Her insult comes in line 2 as she asks M if he is watching her make her selection, accusing him of being afraid of rejection. F"s insult is unmitigated, as there is no laughter or smile-voice or any paralinguistic cues that would suggest playfulness. Yet, because there is very little that M has done to implicate himself as fearful of rejection (other than perhaps glancing at her clipboard), and because the speed-date is a staged activity, there is plenty of space for M to shape a response that rejects F"s action as being genuinely hostile or insulting. He does so with a two-part exaggerated reply in line 3 that first involves a colloquial affective component ("eww damn") with phatic emphasis and then an exaggeration formulation of personal woundedness ("that hur::ts"). F"s initial receipt of laughter in line 4 ratifies and affectively affiliates with M"s jocular, non-serious interpretation of F"s insult. F then attends to the subject side risks of formulating an insult, clarifying that she was merely asking if M was afraid rather than implying he was afraid. This is face-saving for both of them, protecting her from appearing to be making an accusation and him from signaling anything overt that would be evidence of fear. His reply in line 7, even after her softening clarification, is once again an exaggerated caricature of his fear. She replies (line 8) by using elongated intonation in recycling and thus exaggerating the lexical item "terrified", but formulates it as a question and, in using the iterative present tense to do so, normalizes the general experience of being rejected in life. M then affiliates with F, agreeing that rejection happens, and thus displays that they are both in sync with respect to their understanding of the social action they are cooperatively engaged in. With laughter, F agrees (line 10), to which M (line 11) responds with laughter.
From lines 12-15, the play frame is extended and deepened. Playing up the vagueness and innuendo of "it happens" (in line 9 and then recycled again in line 10), F couples the change of state token "oh::" (with elongated phatic intonation) with the idiomatic (and affiliative) "let us see" formulation with terminal laughter to playfully imagine whether rejection (or, by extension/implication, acceptance) will happen between her and M (line 12). M"s phrasing is key, as it effectively positions M and F as a potential romantic couple. It occasions the possibility of intimacy, and could thus be considered to be a pursuit of intimacy. The pregnant pause in line 13 underscores the potential delicacy of such an intimacy pursuit. M"s delayed rejoinder in line 14 ("so how "bout that movie?") is the kind of idiomatic formulation that playfully is the ostensible performance of doing of being uncomfortable, which ratifies the possibility of seeing F"s turn in line 12 as indeed an intimacy pursuit of sorts.
To put it colloquially, M and F are jointly displaying a comfortably uncomfortable affiliative position. In the final turn, F appreciates ("hahahhhah") and then affiliates ("cute") with M"s stance.
The next except also begins near the start of the speed-date. M"s insult comes in line 8, as he positions F as potentially promiscuous. F"s exaggerated and upgraded response follows in line 9.
(10)(M5F4)
1 M: are you enjoyin' this (.) like the whole 2 experience?
3 F: it started off a lil' shaky and then it got 4 better (.) like now like I feel more comfortable to exaggerate/upgrade M"s implied insult by positioning herself vis-à -vis the identity category "whore" in "I feel like such a whore".
M then displays alignment through immediate laughter, but not quite affiliation, as he begins with the turn-initial preface of "well" in "well it"s just dating". Turn initial components such as "well" have been shown to project disagreement (see Pomerantz, 1984) , showing that perhaps F has gone too far. M"s softens the implications of F"s categorical self-positioning in noting that "it"s just speed dating" (an important move for recognizing the non-seriousness of her self-positioning), but goes on to collude (and thus affiliate) with the sexualized play frame indexed by "whore". He does so by imagining the presence of an absence-that is, he imagines a scripted action pattern (see Edwards, 1995) of her and the other women coming in and routinely engaging in one type of action that may be expected of "whores" ("putting on a dance for the men"). The fact he negates this possibility ("it"s not like you…:") is an important face-saving move for both of them; nevertheless, the very act of imagining the possibility projects and preserves the sexualized nature of F"s use of "whore", thus maintaining a flirtatious environment of affiliation.
This flirtatious environment ripens across lines 13-16, as F and M use laughter and innuendo to escalate the imagined-but-unknown possibility of mischievous speed-dating behavior behind closed doors. In line 17, F ratifies that they were indeed in this play frame by shifting out of it with the turn-initial "naw", followed by a re-indexing and two-part rejection of the scripted nature of her and the other women ("we") not engaging ("definitely didn"t") in the behavioral features of "whores". Her "oh my", embedded between her two denials, amplifies her own surprise in having just imagined such possibilities with M, which works to further distance herself from the playful allusion to the category "whore". M"s "ah too bad" in line 19 not only appreciates and affiliates with F"s denial and clarification, but also maintains the flirtatious environment by feigning disappointment. F closes the sequence by laughing and appreciating M"s flirtatious disappointment, with her terminal "oh boy" working in unison with her "oh my" in noticing (while also enjoying) having unexpectedly gone too far. Though rife with the potential for disaffiliation, excerpts like this, where insults were exaggerated, tended to function as intimacy pursuits.
Discussion
The present study used a discursive approach to examine the ways select improprieties were sequentially ordered to pursue intimacy in first encounters between partners in speed-dating events. Rather than functioning as adversarial or stance disaffiliating discursive resources, the improprieties in the present study were, surprisingly, generally relationally constructive, allowing conversational partners to establish repartee and affiliation. Rather than derail topic expansion or stymie the potential for speaker alignment, improprieties were often harbingers of mutual affective stance affiliation, or intimacy pursuits. In the present corpus, negative category attributions of non-present others and insults to the present conversational partner were the most common and consequential forms of impropriety for pursuits of intimacy. Each of these types of impropriety engendered unique strategies of intimacy pursuit between speed-daters.
With respect to negative category attributions of non-present others (NCA"s), two conspicuous patterns of intimacy pursuit were common. First, the recipients of such disclosures tended to orient to the negative attributions as if they themselves might be implicated, and would thus work to differentiate themselves from such categories of persons, which often resulted in affiliation. Moreover, the differentiation often reflected a general 5-step pattern. NCAs were generally initiated in a hedged way, but were taken up as incipient actions around which the recipient would both display understanding and elaborate on the features of such NCAs. Both speakers were thus able to display shared cultural knowledge. This worked as a preliminary for the originator of the NCA to expand on the NCA, a move that typically prefaced contrasting differentiation from the recipient speaker. This differentiation was appreciated by the other, resulting mutual affiliation/intimacy. In other cases, speakers would self-select a NCA about their own identity category, and would ease into a process of both formulating and soliciting differentiation, a process that segued with the establishment of affiliation.
At other times, speakers would escalate or upgrade the NCA in order to pursue intimacy. Escalations occurred most often by a speaker who was ostensibly a member of the category implicated by a NCA that was self-selected. In this sense, the escalation seemed strategic (though not necessarily consciously strategic). Like differentiation, escalations of NCAs were often patterned. A speaker would occasion a self-indicting NCA, which solicited affiliation from the other speaker, albeit mitigated affiliation. The affiliation, however tentative, paved the way for the initial speaker to then escalate the NCA, which was typically met with alignment and affiliation from the other. In the terminal environment of such sequences, clear co-affiliation was always present, as well as a mutual appreciation for the type of social activity being engaged in. In sum, there seemed to be something interpersonally satisfying, disarming, and ultimately affiliative about sharing negative category ascriptions, and this was true whether the categories applied to the speakers or not.
Speakers also pursued intimacy by exploiting the impropriety of delivering insults to their speed-dating partner. Unlike ritualized insults or verbal duels, the insults featured here functioned more like teases or flirtatious invitations to build solidarity through a shared transgression or knowledge of socio-relational norms. Often, the recipients of such insults, rather than reacting in an adversarial way (disagreement, counter attacks, etc), surprisingly tended to agree with the insult. Insults tended to be met with a knowing or obvious (sine dicendo) rhetorical formulation of agreement, which worked to treat the insult as innocuous, expected, and thus benign. As stated, sine dicendo formulations of agreement attend to the subject-and recipient-side risks of doing insults and being the recipient of insults. They position the insulter as playfully (and not seriously) aggressive, the recipient as unthreatened (if not mildly amused), and the relationship as cooperatively in sync around shared cultural knowledge. Agreement was also laced with laughter or feigned surprise, which both treated the insult as an unserious playful provocation, and invited a jocular participatory frame. Agreement with insults thus became a preliminary for what could be colloquially glossed as a flirtatious play frame that functioned to pursue intimacy.
Insults were also often met with exaggerated or caricatured responses. The exaggerated responses generally took the form of subject-side asymmetrical overreactions ("oh terrified"; "I feel like such a whore") that ratcheted up a subjective self-position to the point of absurdity. Absurdity, as Antaki (2003) notes, is good interactive camouflage. Unlike a po-faced or serious response (see Drew, 1987) , absurd sounding receipts project a kind of levity that is not easily countered or undermined. Further, they can be retracted or laughed off quite easily. This suggests that exaggeratedly absurd sounding retorts to insults might function as an indirect way to dismiss or dilute the insult itself and, by extension, to attend to the subject-side risks of both the one formulating the insult and the one receiving it. In short, exaggerations and caricatures of insults tended to render the insult as innocuous, the person delivering the insult as playfully provocative, and the recipient as unthreatened, if not mildly entertained. The cascade effect was always content alignment (the speakers ended up agreeing at the level of content) and, most importantly, affective affiliation (intimacy pursuit).
In general, improprieties seemed to be useful for pursuing intimacy precisely because they seemed, at least at the surface level, to be troublesome. At first blush, this may seem counterintuitive given that theories of interpersonal attraction generally stress the importance of socially desirable actions/behaviors during the initial onset of a relationship. However, when considering the interactional flow of first encounters in a series of speed-dating events, where speakers are vying against others for potential partners, there is likely a press to do or say things that stand out or are idiosyncratic. Being normatively polite may be tantamount to being forgettable in the arena of initial romantic dating. As such, although spontaneously non-normative discursive acts, like improprieties, may be less socially desirable or safe, they may work well as preliminaries for moments of memorable repartee. This seems particularly true if the impropriety is formulated and responded to in non-adversarial ways. Speed-daters may therefore stand out to one another when they delve into the more risky arena of using improprieties, provided they are able to tilt the impropriety away from trouble and towards commensurate affective stance affiliation. Improprieties may thus engender intimacy pursuits because they increase a subjectively shared sense of familiarity. In short, they may be useful for creating interactional sequences that allow the speed-daters to feel like they "get one another"s style" or are "connecting".
More traditional explanations as to why improprieties might engender intimacy might rely on attribution theories (see Weaver & Bosson, 2011) , arguing that non-normative actions (like the use of improprieties) tend to be attributed to the person"s disposition, which perceivers will infer reveals something about the speaker"s true underlying feelings, which makes that person more likable. In contrast, normatively positive actions/statements are less informative, and therefore less likely to promote interpersonal liking. In short, the mechanism for intimacy lies within as an internal dispositional preference for transparency. One central aim of this study was to resist this kind of internal cognitive model. Instead, the aim was draw attention towards an analysis of the actual speed-dating interactions, to see the interactional order itself as the catalyst for intimacy pursuits, and to analyze it as the proper object of inquiry. A sequential-discursive perspective focuses on the ways social practices, like the use of improprieties, are oriented to action and how those actions are co-constructed within unfolding sequential interaction. When approached this way, the utility of improprieties is not taken to be a manifestation of an inner psychological disposition, but is an emergent and responsive social practice to the business of speed-dating. Improprieties are interactional tools with an interactional design that has relational consequences for the ways potential romantic partners pursue intimacy. In sum, the ways potential romantic partners affiliate around the use of non-normative improprieties is consequential for the development of a close relationship. 
